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Abstract. Recently,Wang et al. analyzed the security of two EPC C1-G2 compliant RFID au-
thentication protocols, called RAPLT and SRP+, and proved that these protocols are vulnerable
against de-synchronization and secret disclosure attacks. The time complexity of their attacks were
O(216). In addition, they proposed an improved version of SRP+ entitled SRP++, for which they
claim the security would be O(232). However, in this letter, we analyze the security of SRP++ and
show that the complexity of retrieving all secret parameters of a given tag is O(216), similar to its
predecessor protocol.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) systems are used in many applications [6,11].
In this technology, generally, authentication process is used to increase the security of RFID
systems [3,5]. An authentication process allows a sender and receiver of information to validate
each other. In this direction, many researchers have proposed their solutions for passive tags
that are compliant with EPC C1-G2. Two examples of such attempts are a proposal by Jeon
and Yoon named RAPLT [4] and a proposal by Pang et al. called SRP+ [7]. The designer of
SRP+ claims that this protocol is robust against well-known RFID attacks as well as passive
disclosure attacks with the exhaustive search complexity of O(232). However, recently Wang et
al. analyzed these two protocols and presented successful attacks with the complexity of O(216)
[10] against these protocols. In addition, they improved the SRP+ and presented a new protocol
called SRP++, which conforms to the EPC C1-G2 standard. Wang et al. claimed that their
protocol can resist disclosure attacks up to the complexity of O(232).

In this paper, we argue that SRP++ is not secure and cannot resist against disclosure
attacks. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the Section 2, we review the
SRP++ protocol. In Section 3, we analyze the security level of SRP++ and implement an attack
on it. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2 Review of SRP++ protocol

Wang et al. improved SRP+ protocol and called it SRP++. They just used XOR and PRNG
functions in their method and removed CRC function, which has been used in SRP+. Their
protocol has two phases: initialization and mutual authentication.

1. Initialization phase
In this phase, some information are shared between the tag and reader. The notations of
SRP++ protocol are listed in Table (1).
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2. Mutual authentication phase
The mutual authentication phase, that is shown in Figure (1), is implemented as follows:

(a) First, the reader generates a random number N1 and sends it to the tag.
(b) Upon receiving N1, the tag generates a random number N2, computes M1 and M2 and

sends M1, M2 and Ci to the reader, where:
M1 = N2 ⊕ PRNG(EPCS ⊕Ki ⊕N1)
M2 = PRNG(EPCS ⊕N2 ⊕ Ci)⊕Ki

(c) After receiving M1, M2 and Ci, the reader does as below:

– The reader looks up its database for a Ci,new or Ci,old equals to the received Ci and
collects EPCS and corresponding Ki = Kold or Knew of the correct tag.

– The reader obtains the temporary random number N2 = M1⊕PRNG(Ki⊕EPCS⊕
N1) and checks whether the equation M2⊕Ki = PRNG(EPCS ⊕N2⊕Ci) holds or
not.

– The reader repeats the search until the matched tag is found. If it can not find a
matched tag, the reader stops this session.

– After the reader authenticates the tag successfully, it computes and sends M3 to the
tag and updates the secret records, as follows:
M3 = PRNG(Ki ⊕N2)⊕ PRNG(EPCS),
Ci,old ← Ci,
Ci,new ← PRNG(N1 ⊕ EPCS)⊕ PRNG(N2 ⊕Ki ⊕ Ci),
Ki,old ← Ki,
Ki,new ← Ki ⊕ PRNG(N2)

(d) Finally, after receiving M3, the tag checks whether the equation M3⊕PRNG(EPCS) =
PRNG(Ki ⊕N2) holds or not. If it holds, the tag authenticates the server successfully,
and updates the records as follows and if it does not hold, the tag stops the session:
Ci ← PRNG(N1 ⊕ EPCS)⊕ PRNG(Ki ⊕N2 ⊕ Ci),
Ki ← Ki ⊕ PRNG(N2).

3 Secret disclosure attack against SRP++

In this section, we show that SRP++ protocol cannot resist against the disclosure attack with
the exhaustive search complexity of O(216). We obtain secret parameters of the tag with 2 ∗ 216

evaluations of the PRNG function and prove that SRP++ cannot provide the desired security
level with the complexity of O(232). The proposed attack is implemented as follows:

Table 1. The notations are used in the Wang et al.′s scheme i.e. SRP+

Notation Description

EPCS A 96-bit value which is built by XORing six 16-blocks of
the EPC code.

Ki The authentication key shared by the tag and reader, used to

authenticate the tag at (i + 1)th authentication.

Ci The pseudonym of an RFID tag

Kold,Knew The old and new authentication keys stored in the reader

Cold, Cnew The old and new pseudonyms stored in the reader

PRNG() The pseudo random number generator with 16-bit output length

⊕ The XOR operation
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Fig. 1 Overview of SRP++ protocol
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Fig. 1. Overview of SRP++ protocol

1. The adversary A initiates two consequence sessions of protocol by sending the same ran-
dom value N1 to the tag and stores all transferred messages includes: (N1, Ci,M1 = N2 ⊕
PRNG(EPCS ⊕ Ki ⊕ N1),M2 = PRNG(EPCS ⊕ N2 ⊕ Ci) ⊕ Ki) and (N1, Ci,M

′
1 =

N ′
2 ⊕ PRNG(EPCS ⊕Ki ⊕N1),M

′
2 = PRNG(EPCS ⊕N ′

2 ⊕ Ci)⊕Ki).
2. A calculates ∆N2 = M1 ⊕M ′

1 = N2 ⊕N ′
2 and ∆M2 = M2 ⊕M ′

2 = PRNG(EPCS ⊕N2 ⊕
Ci)⊕ PRNG(EPCS ⊕N ′

2 ⊕ Ci)
3. ∀ i = 0, . . . , 216 − 1 A does as follows:

– EPCS ⊕N2 ⊕ Ci ←− i,
– EPCS ⊕N ′

2 ⊕ Ci ←− i⊕∆N2,
– If ∆M2 = PRNG(i)⊕ PRNG(i⊕∆N2) then A returns i as EPCS ⊕N2 ⊕ Ci.

4. Ki ←− PRNG(EPCS ⊕N2 ⊕ Ci)⊕M2

5. EPCS ⊕N2 ←− EPCS ⊕N2 ⊕ Ci ⊕ Ci

6. x = EPCS ⊕ PRNG(EPCS ⊕Ki ⊕N1)←− EPCS ⊕N2 ⊕M1

7. ∀ i = 0, . . . , 216 − 1, and the extracted Ki and x in Step 4 and 6, A does as follows:

– EPCS ←− i,
– If x = i⊕ PRNG(x⊕Ki ⊕N1) then A returns i as EPCs.

8. N2 ←−M1 ⊕ PRNG(EPCS ⊕ ki ⊕N1).
9. A uses M ′

1, M2 and M ′
2 to verify the extracted values.

10. A returns the values of Ki, EPCS and N2.

The complexity of the given attack is to initiate two sessions with the target tag and doing
2×216 evaluations of the PRNG-function. However, in the given attack, the adversary succeeds
in its attack if it comes up with only one pre-image in each of Steps 4 and 7 (it must be noted
that the existence of at least one pre-image in each step is guaranteed). Otherwise, the adversary
should repeat the attack several times to come up with a unique solution. In this case, four runs
of protocol should be fairly enough to extract all given parameters.

Following the given attack, the tag’s all secret parameters have been extracted. Given secret
parameters, it is easy to apply any other attacks against the protocol. Hence, we prove that the
exact security level of Wang et al. protocol is 216, same as its predecessors.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we analyzed SRP++ authentication protocol, which is presented by Wang et al..
They claimed that SRP++ can resist against the exhaustive search attack with the complexity
of O(232) by using 16-bit PRNG function. We demonstrated that SRP++ is not robust against
the secret disclosure attacks with the exhaustive search complexity of O(216). We obtained
secret parameters of the tag by doing 2 ∗ 216 evaluations based on the short length of the used
PRNG-function.
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This work together with the previous works [2, 9], show the impossibility of receiving a
security level beyond the security of building blocks of the design by linear combinations of
components. In fact, this work shows that receiving security level more than 216 by employing
a 16-bit PRNG functions may not be feasible. On the other hand, there are many interesting
PRNG functions and block ciphers with enough large output length that can be implemented
in an EPC-C1-G2 tag, for example SIMON [1] and LAMED [8]. Hence, we suggest to use such
primitives to design a secure protocol when an application needs high security margin.
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